Reincarnation in the West

Reading of the Day-March 27, 2011

(This is the internet translation of the interview of jourlalist Vicki Mackenzie and Dr. Hazel
Denning)
In Dr Denning’s office hung degrees or certificates: two doctoral degrees,
two masters degrees, bachelor degrees and a lot of authenticated documents
showing she learned medical hypnosis and parapsychological science’ When
she was twenty years old, she read a book about reincarnation, and
discovered that all the world's major religions believe in reincarnation
including Christianity until 533 AD ; a Roman king and queen forbid people to
talk about reincarnation . two prominent priests were killed because they
wanted to keep talking about rebirth in the book. Few people know these
facts .
Vicki Mackenzie: What was the born-again phenomenon?
Hazel
Denning: When making a return to past lives and find out why parties
choose to be reborn into this family, and the purpose of their return to earth
to do, then everyone has the same answer: "It I really do not want to return
to the world at all. Pressed into the flesh like going to jail, too stuffy. " When
I asked again: "So why he / she returned, someone caught her in the back
where?" then the answer is always: "Because the world is a school to train
their dignity. To cultivate spiritual, wants to raise up the world again. But I
want to cultivate a genuine interest so I have return to this world. " That is
the answer to my record.
Vicki Mackenzie: In your experience, people return to this world How
many times?
Hazel Denning: Countless times, until they learn what
achievements are expected. Even in this present life a person must take
years to clear the meaning of difficult obstacles happen to us..
Vicki Mackenzie: Have you ever proven that those stories really
happen? Hazel Denning: Yes. I have the heart to track every possible
opportunity. For example the case of a certain client who didn’t want hr
children to see a group of circus performers. She said banning such things
really is ridiculous but she could not do anything else. When brought back to
the previous life by hypnotism she found herself as "a midwife shark" (the
fast lady) of a circus and she hated his role. She remembered the name of
the woman as well as the city where she performed. There is another client
present that day knew this town. He will volunteer to research the early
20th century, indeed, in a city that has that name there was a circus with the
fat lady role. In her present life the lady is also overweight.

Vicki Mackenzie: Did you see anyone choosing to return closer to the
people they know from many eons ago? Hazel Denning: Yes, but then
roles are changed. Some people were reborn together to resolve unfinished
issues. Some people want to come back to help the family. I think the
martyrs, or those who choose death because it means they do so voluntarily
in order to awaken the conscience of mankind. So that karma can only be as
a punishment is not true, there are also amateur and professional sound.
That is the law of karma.
Vicki Mackenzie: After a person dies, how long fter that will he or she
be reborn? Hazel Denning: It can be days or weeks or centuries. Soldiers
who die on the battlefield usually are reborn rather quickly. Their soul
cannot stand wandering around loneliness. For others it can take years or
maybe more. I have known cases when people from the Ice Age come back
to our world.
Vicki Mackenzie: How about extra terrestrial people. Have you aver
met such cases? Hazel Denning: Yes, there was a man who said he came
from another world and that ours is the lowest on on the reincarnation tree.
He wrote in a strange scripture and translated it in English. He also said that
on that world he knew about a life where past, present and future happen at
the same time. The story was very strange indeed.

